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Revealing Structure
in the Data: PrincipIes of
Exploratory Factor Analysis
Lewis R. Golclberg and John M. Digman

ne goal of science is to understand thc relations among variablcs, and the
obj'ect of factor analysis is to aid scientists in this quest. Factor analysis
can be thought of as a variable-reduction procedure, in which many vari·ables arc replaced by a few factors which summarizc the relations among the
variables. Consequently, in its broadest sense factor analysis is a procedure for
identifying summary constructs. If one already has a theory about the structure of
a set of variables, one can investigate the extent to which that theory accounts for
the relations among the variables in a .sample of data; "confirmatory" factor procedurcs are used for this purpose. 1 "Exploratory" factor procedures, the subject
of this chapter, are used to discover summary constructs when their nature is still
unknown.
Over the years since its development, factor analysis has been used for a wide
variety of purposes, and investigators have differed enornlously in their views
about the scientific status of factors. In the context of persoÍlality and psychopathology (the focus of the present chapter), the most "realist" position has been
taken by Cattell (1957), who explicitly equates factors with motivational "causes"
(neuropsychological structurcs that produce behavioral patterns). At the other end
of this continuum arc those invcstigators who use factor analysis merely as a substitute for cluster analysis, and thus who make no assumptions that factors have
any meaning beyond a particular data set. Both authors of this chapter take an
intcrmediate position, with JMD leaning more toward thc rcalist vicwpoint than
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Factor analysis and its near relative, component analysis, are statistical techniques that were first introduced by Pearson (1901) and Spearman (1904) and Iater
refined by Thurstone (1931, 1947) and Hotelling (1933). For many years after
thcir introduction, however, their in tense computational demands virtually prohibitcd their widcspread use. Indeed, the prospect of spending weeks-perhaps
months-on hand-calculations was certainly discouraging, if not completely dishcartening, to nlost investigators. As time passed and the mathematical foundations of thc techniques became more securely established, textbooks such as those
by Harman (1976) and Mulaik (1972), linking the basic concepts of factor analysis to nlatrix algebra and the geometry of hyperspace, made these concepts accessible to the mathematically adept. The typical researchcr, however, struggling with
the rnathematicaI complexity of the concepts and the intensive computational
demands of the procedures, has had to await the arrival of the packagcd statistical
conlputer programs that havc now become increasingly availablc. Today, with
progranls for factor analysis available even for notebook computers, anyonc with
a large, complex, or bemusing set of variables can consider using these techniques,
in lhe hope that they wilI provide sorne sense and order to his or her data.
Howcver, in consulting the manual for onc's statistical package and finding
the chapter on factor analysis, the user is likcly to be confronteu with several anxiety-arousing decision options, such as: (a) Should one conduct a factor analysis
or a components analysis? (b) How does one decide on the number of factors to
extraet? (e) Should the factors be rotated, and if so should the rotation be an or1hogonal or an oblique one? (d) Should one obtain factor scores, and if so, by which
proeedure? Such questions are puzzling to the first-time user, and even to the
expcrienced researeher.
In this chapter, we wiII present sorne of the major features of exploratory factor analysis, as it used in the context of personality rescarch. In so doing, we hope
to answcr sorne of the questions faced by the user when considering the various
options comnl0nly available in factor progranls, such as those found in the SPSS,
SAS, BMD, and SYSTAT statistical packages. As we describe these decisions,
we shall comment on the choices faced by the researcher, pointing out, where
applicable, our experiences and personal preferences. Obviously, this chapter is
not in tended as a comprehensive course in factor analysis, nor can it be regarded
as a substitute for the major textbooks in the field, such as Gorsuch (1983) for the
general reader and Mulaik (1972) for the specialist. 2
There are many decisions that have to be made when carrying out a factor
analysis. We will identify each of the relevant decision points, and sorne of the
nlajor options available at each decision point. Moreover, we wiII indicate which
of the decisions we think are important (very few) and which are unimportant (aH
the rest). We assunle the following fundamental principie: In general, the more
highly structured are one's data, the less it malters what decisions one makes. The
best way to assure oneself about a factor structure is to analyze the data several
different ways: If one's conclusions are robust across alternative procedures, one
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may be on to something. However, if one's conclusions vary with the procedures
that are used, we urge the investigator to collect another data set, or to think of
sorne alternative procedures for studying that scientific problem.

DECISIONS TO BE MADE PRIOR
TO COLLECTING THE DATA
Selection of Variables
This is by far the single most important decision lo be made in any investigation,
and il should be guided by theory and/or the findings from past research. In general, cxploratory factor analysis will prove most useful when applied to variables
from a single domain (e.g., intellcct), rather than from several different domains
(e.g., intellect, psychopathology, and religious prcferences); confirmatory factor
procedures may be more appropriate for across-domain investigations. In addition, the resulting factors are more likely to replicate in other subject samples when
lhe variables are selected to be reprcsentative of the domain under Sludy. And,
finally, one needs to ineludc at least a half dozen, and ideally morc like a dozcn,
variables for each of the factors one is likely to obtain, which means that in the
personality realm, where it seems lhat there are at least five broad factors, it will
rarely be uscful to apply factor analysis to sets of less than 50 variablcs. Latcr in
this chapter, we will discuss othcr aspects of this problem as they relate to sueh
issues as the hierarchical nature of personality-trait representations.

Selection of Subjects
Although this is a less important decision than lhat involving the seleetion of
variables, it is far from trivial. Among the issues involved: (a) Should lhe investigator try to ¡ncrease sample heterogeneity, and if so on what variables (e.g., raee,
social elass)? (b) Alternatively, or in addition, should one select subjects who are
relatively homogeneous on sorne variables (e.g., reading ability, general verbal
facility, absenee or presence of psychopathology), so as to diseover relations that
may be obscured in heterogeneous samples? These questions are not peculiar to
factor analysis, of course; for example, the fir~t question is directly related to the
ever-present problem of generalizing from a sample to a population.
Among the most vexing problems involved in subject selection is lhe decision about the Ilumber of subjects lo be included in the investigation. This probleln is unusually thought-provoking beeause it always involves a trade-offbetween
(a) lhe use of many subjects so as to increase statistical power and the
generalizability of one's findings from the sample to the population and (b) the
use of fcw subjects so as to decrease lhe cost of collecting the data. It is our belief
that factor analysis is inherently a subjeet-intensive enterprise, and therefore ro-
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bust findings are only Iikely when based on samples of at least a few hundred
subjects; if research funds permit, we strongly recommend sample sizes in the
500 to 1,000 range. 3

Selection of the Measurement Format
In personality research, subjects' responses can be obtained using a variety of item
formats, including multi-step rating scales, dichotomous choices (e.g., True vs.
False, Agree vs. Disagree, Like vs. Dislike), or check-lists (defined by instructions to check those items that apply). From the subject's point ofview, the last of
these is the most user-friendly, and the first is the most demanding. However, from
a psychometric point of view, rating scales have sorne advantages over both of
lhe less denlanding formats. For example, dicholomous items are characlerized
by large differences in their response distributions, whieh affeet the size of the
correlations anl0ng thenl, and thus the nature of any factors derived from those
correlalions. Moreover, check-lists invite a huge range of individual differences
in subjects' conscienliousness in considering each of the items, a serious problenl lhal is reflected in an enornlOUS range of individual differences in the number
of itenls that are checked. In general, we recommend the use of rating scales (with
no less than five response categories) over the use of dichotomous items. About
one thing, however, we are adamant: Never use a check-Iist response format.
~hen subjects are requested to respond to hundreds of items on the same occasion, lhere are typically large individual differences in the means and the variances of lhe subjects' response distributions across the items. One way to eliminate such differenees is to enlploy a Q-sort procedure, forcing every subjeet to
use lhe same experimenter-inlposed distribution. O-sort methodology may somelimes be useful when the number of items is quite small (100 or less), and when
both subjects and experimenters have relatively unlimited time. On the other hand,
there are sorne disadvantages of Q-sort methodology: (a) Beeause the items must
be eompared with one another, the task tends to be difficult and time-consuming
for the subjects, and as a consequence it is rarely feasible to O-sort more than 100
items; (b) beeause the itenls are individually administered, far more experimenter
time is needed than is required for group-administered proeedures; (e) beeause
lhe items are rank-ordered in respect to each other, no information is available
about the absolute (as eompared to the relative) values of the responses lo lhe ¡tems.
To overcome these and other problems assoeiated with O-sort methodology,
we reconlnlend the administration of items in a single-stimulus format, ideally
using five to nine eategory rating seales. When 100 or more items are administered on the sarne oeeasion, we also reeommend that each subject's responses be
separately standard (Z) scored across the total set of iteros, thereby attenuating
the problems eaused by individual differenees in subjects' response distributions.
We have found standard scoring to be useful for items rated on continuous seales,
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for dichotomous responses, and even for items administered in a check-list format; however, standard-scoring is rarely useful for bipolar rating scales. For a
comparison between the findings from unipolar and bipolar scales, see Goldberg
(1992).

DECISIONS TO BE MADE AFTER THE DATA
HAVE BEEN OBTAINED
Cleansing the Data
(a) Examining the Distributions of Each of the Variables
We strongly recommend that investigators always examine each of the univariate
frcquency distributions to assure themselves that aIl variables are distributed in a
reasonablc manner, and that there are no outliers. If there are one or more extreme
values, are theycoding errors, or genuine freaks of nature? Clcarly all of lhe errors
should be corrected, and the few subjects that produce the freakish values should
probably be omitted.
In addition, it is sometimes assurned that the correlation coefficient is free to
vary betwecn -1.00 and +1.00. However, this is true only when the shapes of the
distributions of both variables are the same and they are both syrnrnetric around
their means. Two variables with distributions of different shapes can correlate
neither +1.00 nor -1.00. Two variables with distributions of the sarne shape that
are skewed in the same direction can correlate +1.00, but not -1.00; whereas two
variables with distributions of the sarne shape but skewed in the opposite direetions ean correlate -1.00, but not +1.00. In general, differenees in distributions
serve to decrease the size of the correlations between variables, and this will affeet
any factors derived from such eorrelations.

(b) Handling Missing Data
Mueh has been written about this problem in the statistical and psychometrie literature (e.g., Little & Rubin, 1987), so we will not cover lhe proposed solutions
in this chapler. The presence of substantial amounts of missing data should alcrt
the investigator to deficiencies in the procedures used to collect the data, including such problems as a lack of clarity in the instructions or in the response formal.
Stimuli that elicit extensive rnissing data may have been phrased ambiguously,
and subjeets who have ornitted many responses may have found the task too difficult or dernanding. In general, such problematic variables and subjeets should
not be included in the analyses.

(e) Checking to Make Sure that the Relations among AII Pairs
of Variables Are Monotonic
When possible, we recommend that each of the bivariate frequency distributions
(scatter-plots) be examined lo make sure that there are no U-shaped or inverted-
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U-shaped distributions. Such non-monotonic relations are extremely rare in personality research. When one discovers such an occurrence, it is necessary to rescale
the variable so that its relations with a1l other variables are monotonic.

Selecting an Index of Association
BasicalIy, there are four major varieties of association indices (Zegers & ten Berge,
1985), each type being a mean valuc bascd upon one of the following: (a) Raw
cross-products, which reflcct differenccs betwecn the two variables in their means,
their standard deviations, and the correlation between them; (b) proportionality
coefficienls, or raw cross-producls divided by lhe two standard deviations, which
reflecl differcnces bclwecn the variables in their means and their correlation but
nol their standard devialions, (c) covariances, or cross-producls of devialion scores,
which reflecl differences belween the variables in lheir slandard devialions and
correlation but nol thcir means, and finally (d) correlations, or cross-products of
standard scores, which are nol affected by differences in eilher lhe means or lhe
standard dcviations. Ncither raw cross-products nor proportionality coefficienls
have becn n1uch employed as indices of association among the variables incIuded
in exploratory factor analyses, although lhe latter (refcrred lo as congruence coefficients) are widely used lo assess the similarily between factors derived from
different samples of subjects. Whereas covariances are often employed in confirmalory factor analyses, most applications of exploratory factor analysis have relied
upon the correlation as an index of relalion between variables. Thus, although this
is a decision that should bc guided by one's theoretical concerns, for the remainder of this chapter we wiII assume that the reader has selecled the correlation as
an indcx of association. 4
In preparalion for a factor analysis, lhen, one has a data Inatrix, which eonsists of N rows (one for each subjecl in the study) by K columns (one for each of
lhe variables). From the dala nlatrix, one begins by compuling a corre/ation 111atrix,
which eonsists of K rows and K columns. This matrix is square and symmelric,
which means that it can be folded into two triangles along its main diagonal,
with ea eh of the values in one triangle equal to lhe corresponding value in the
other triangle. Excluding the ceIls that lie along the main diagonal, there are
K x (K - 1) / 2 distinctive cells in the correlation matrix.

DECISIONS RELATED TO FACTOR ANALYSIS
Deciding Whether to Use
the "Component" or the "Factor" Model
Much has becn written about this decision, and sorne factor-analytic theorists
consider it the most important decision of aH. Others, however, have argued that
the deeision is unimportant beca use the results from both methods will usualIy be
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much the same (e.g., Fava & Velicer, 1992). We agree with the lalter position.
Readers who wish to make up their own minds should consult the special issue of
the journal Multivariate Behavioral Research on this topic (January 1990, Volume 25, Number 1) in which Velicer and Jackson (1990) present a strong argument in favor of the use of component analysis in most applications, and a number of other factor theorists provide extensive commentaries on this target article.
We would argue that if this decision makes any substantial difference with
personality data, fhe data are not well-structured enough for either variety of anal ysiso At a theoreticallevel, the models are different,5 but in actual practice the difference Hes in the values that are used in the main diagonal of the correlation matrix:
In the component model, values of 1.00 (i.e., the standardized variances of thc
variables) are included in each cell of the main diagonal. In the factor model, the
diagonal values are replaced by each variable's "communality" (the proportion
of its variance that it shares with the factors); wc will rcturn to this topic lattcr in
the chapter...
Of the two authors of this chapter, one (JMD) generally uses factor analysis,
whereas the other (LRG) usuaIly employs component analysis. Howcver, wc agrec
that in most cases any differences,between the two procedures will be quitc minor,
and thcy will virtually disappear when the number of variables per factor is large
and when many of thc correlations are of substantiaI size. Indeed, we normally
analyze our data by both procedures, so as to ascertain thc robustness of the structure to procedural variations (c.g., Goldberg, 1990). For the remainder of this
chapter, we will use the term "factor" to refer to either a factor or a component.

The General Component Model
Figure 11.1 presents a schematic f1ow-chart of the factor-analytic process, beginning whh the correlation matrix. Such a matrix of K by K elements can be approximated by multiplying a smaller matrix of K rows by L columns, callcd a factor
",alrix, by its "transpose," which is the identical matrix with its rows and columns
re-oriented and thus turned into a matrix of L rows by K columns. If the indcx of
association one has selected is the correlation coefficicnt, then the entrics in the
factor matrix are also correlation coefficients, specifically the correlations betwccn
each particular variable and each of the factors. 6
In the procedure referred to as "principal" factors, the loadings on the first
factor are those that seIVe to best recreate the values in the correlation matrix, when
that factor matrix is multiplied by its transpose. Thus, the first principal factor
provides a measure ofwhatever is most in common to the variables that have been
included in the analysis. In the case of measures of aptitude or knowledge, the
first principal factor will normally be an index of general intelligence. In the case
of personality variables, the first principal factor will typically be a blend of general evaluation (social desirability) and whatever particular content domain is nlost
highly represented within the set of variables.
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FIGURE 11.1. Schematic flow-chart of the factor-analytic process.

Morcover, each successive principal factor serves to best recreate the values
in the correlation matrix afier takillg inlo accoullt lhe factors exlracted before it.
Said another way, as each factor is extracted, the influence of that factor is partialed
out of the correlations, Icaving residual values that are independent of a11 factors
that have been extractcd. Thus, each factor is independent of all others; the
intercorrelations among all pairs of factors are zero.

Extracting the Optimal Number of Factors
After the factors have becn extracted, one can multiply the factor matrix by its
transpose to form a new K by K matrix, which we will refer to as an "approximation" matrix of intcrcorrelations. As more factors are extracted, the differences
betwcen the valucs in the original and the approximation matrices become smaller
and snlaller. If each value in the approximation matrix is subtracted from its corresponding value in the original correlation matrix, the result is a K by K "residual"
matrix, as shown in Figure 11.2. The more factors that are extracted, the better
approxinlation of the original correlation matrix is provided by those factors, and
thus the smaller are the values in the residual matrix. Consequently, if one's goal
is to reproduce the original correlation matrix as precisely as possible, one will
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FIG(JRE 1.1.2. Relations among the correlation, the approximation and
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tend to extract many factors. On the other hand, the scientific principIe of parsimony suggests that, other things being equal, fewer factors are better than many
factors. One of lhe major decisions in factor analysis is the selection of the optimal number of factors, and this always involvcs a tradeoff betwcen extracting as
few factors as possible versus recreating the original correlation matrix as completely as possible.
Over the years, many rules have been proposcd for deciding on the number of
factors to extract (e.g., Zwick & Velicer, 1986). Unfortunately, non e ofthese rules
wiU invariably guide the researcher to the scientifically most satisfactory decision. Perhaps even more unfortunately, one of the least satisfactory rules (the
"eigenvalues greater than one" criterion, which will be explained later) is so easy
to implement that it has been incorporated as the standard "default" option in two
of the four major statistical packages.
Figure 11.3 shows two indices that are typically derived from lhe factor matrix:
"communalities" and "eigenvalues." A variable's communality is equal to the sum
of the squared factor loadings in ils row of the factor matrix. Thus, there are as
many communality values as there are variables, and these va)ues are normally
presented as the final column of a factor matrix. The communality of a variable is
lhe proportion of its variance that is associated with the total set of factors that
have been extracted. That proportion can vary from zero to one: A variable wilh
a communality of zero is completely ¡ndependent of each of the factors. A variable with a communality of 1.00 can be perfectly predicted by the factors, when
lhe factors are used as lhe predictors in a multiple regression equation and the
variable itself is the criterion. In the "factor" model, these communalities are used
to replace the original values of unity in the main diagonal of the corre)ation matrix.
The sums of the squared factor loadings down lhe columns of the principal
factor matrix are equal to the first of the "eigenvalues" (or "latent roots") of the
correlation matrix from which the factors were derived. These va)ues are normally
presented as the bottom row in a factor matrix. The eigenvalue associated with a
factor is an index of its relative size: The eigenvalue associated with the first factor
will always be at least as large, and normalIy much larger than, any of the others;
and the eigenvalues of successive factors can never be larger, and wiIl typically
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be snlaller, than those that precede thenl. A pIot of the size of the eigenvalues as
a function of their factor number will appear as a rapidly descending concave curve
that eventually becomes nearly a horizontalline. An example of such an eigenval ue plot (sometimes referred to as a "scree" plot, after CatteII, 1966) is provided
in Figure 11.4. IncIuded in this figure are the eigenvalues from a principal components analysis of 100 personality trait adjectives, selected by Goldberg (1992) as
markcrs of the Big-Five factor structure, in a sample of 636 self and peer ratings.
Some of the rules for deciding on the optimal number of factors are based on
the characteristics of such eigenvalue plots (c.g., Cattell, 1966). For example, if
there is a very sharp break in the curvc, with earlier eigenvalues all quitc large
relative to later ones that are all of similar size, then there is presumptive evidence
that only the factors aboye the break should be retained. However, as indicated in
Figure 11.4, although this highly selected set of variables provides an extremely
clear five-factor structure, subjective interpretations of this eigenvalue plot could
lead to decisions to extract 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, or 16 factors, depending on the preconccptions of the investigator. Indecd, it is quite rare for a plot of the eigenvalues to
reveal unambiguous evidence of factor specification, and therefore alternative rules
must be invoked. For example, one might compare the eigenvalue plots from factoring two correlation matrices, one based on actual data and one based on random data for the same number of variables and the same number of subjects; the
point at which the two eigcnvalue plots intersect has been proposed as a likely
stopping place (Horn, 1965). (Using the data displayed in Figure 11.4, such a rule
would suggest the extraction of 7 factors.)
It is easier, however, merely to examine lhe numerical value of each eigenvalue and to retain those aboye some arbitrary cutting point. Kaiser (1958) propo sed that principal components with eigenvalues of 1.00 or aboye should be
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retained, ahd it is this quick-and-dirty heuristic that has been incorporaled as the
default option for factor extraction in two of the four major statistical packages.
In faet, however, the number of components with eigenvalues greater than one is
highly related to the number of variables included in the analysis. SpecificalIy,
the number of eigenvalues greater than one will typically be in the range between
one-quarter and one .. third of the number ofvariables included in the analysis. (The
number of factors with eigenvalues of 1.00 or aboye is 24 in lhe data displayed in
Figure 11.4.) If one assumes, as we do, that lhe number ofbroad factors in a domain
should be independent of lhe number of variables included in lhe analysis, lhen
the "eigenvalues grealer than one" rule is not a reasonable procedure for deciding
on lhe number of factors to extract.
In recommending procedures for deciding on the oplimum number of factors,
we are necessarily guided by our eriteria for a useful structural model. Such a structure, in our view is one that (a) incorporates the distinction between higher-Ievel
and lower-Ievel factors, and (b) is robust across variations in lhe selection of variables, subject samples, and measurement procedures. We will have more lo say
later in this chapter about the first criterion when we discuss the hierarchical nature
of factor structures. For the present, we will point out that an optimal model differentiates betwecn narrow oblique clusters of variables at the lower level of
the traít hierarchy and the necessarily quite broad factors at the highest level of
the structure.
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In studies of personality traits, there appear to be only five broad higher-Ievel
factors (Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1990; John, 1990; McCrae & John, 1992;
Wiggins & Pincus, 1992), whereas at levels that are lower in the hierarchy the
number of such factors varies enormously, reflecting the theoretical predilections
of different investigators. In the explicitly hierarchical models of Cattell (1957)
and of McCrae and Costa (1985, 1987), Cattell argues for 16 lower-level factors
in analyses of the items in his Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaire, whereas
Costa and McCrae (1992) provide scales to measure 30 lower-Ievel factors in the
revised version of their NEO Personality Inventory. Both Cattell and Costa and
McCrae c1aim substantial evidence of factor robustness across subject samples
(although not of course across differing selections of variables), and their disagreernents could simply reflect differences in the vertical locations of their factors
(c1usters) within the over-all hierarchical structure.
In any case, however, there seems to be widespread agreement that an optimal
factor structure is one that is comparable over independent studies, and we advocate the incorporation of this principIe into any procedure for deciding on the number of factors to extract (see Everett, 1983; Nunnally, 1978). What this means is
that no single analysis is powerful enough to provide evidence of the viability of a
factor structure; what is needed are two or more (preferably many more) analyses
of at least somewhat different variables in different subject samples. 7

Rotating the Factors
The factor matrix displayed in Figure 11.1 includes K rows (one row for each variable) and L columns (one column for each of the L factors that have been extracted).
Multiplying the factor matrix by its transpose produces the K by K approximation matrix. However, there are an infinite number of K by L matrices which when
multiplied by their transposes will produce that identical approximation matrix.
Each of these "rotations" of the original factor matrix has the same set of
communality values (the sums of the squared factor loadings within each row).
Matrices includcd in lhis family of factor rotations differ from one another in the
relative sizes of their factors, as indexed by lhe sums of squared factor loadings
down the columns. Given any particular set of data, the unrotated principal factors have the steepest-possible descending pattern of factor sizes. At the other
extreme, it is possible to obtain a factor matrix in which each factor is of approximately the same size.
However, neither of these two types of solutions has much scientific utility,
except in a few quite limited conlexts. 8 Instead, the criterion usually invoked for
selecting the optinlal rotation is that of "simple structure," which informally can
be defined as a pattern of factor loadings that contains a few high values in each
column, with the rest mostly around zero. Such a factor pattern is "simple" in the
sense that most variables have high loadings on only one factor and each of the
factors is defined by only a few variables, thus facilitating its interpretation. In
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practice, the various procedures for factor rotation search for a pattern of near zero
and very high factor loadings, typically by maximizing lhe variance of the squared
factor loadings and thereby maximizing the number of factor loadings that are
approximately zero. Geometrically, one characteristic of such "simple-structured"
factor patterns is that each of the factors is located near a dense cluster of variables. In such a factor paUern, there are relatively few variables that are located
between the clusters, and which therefore would be interpreted as "blends" of two
or more factors.
If one's aim was so/e/y to maximize simple structure, one would loca te lhe
factors as close to the clusters as possible. In such a solution, however, the factors
would no longer be unrelated to one another, but would be "oblique" (correlated
with each other). If one desires "orthogonal" factors (each of which has a correlation of exactly zcro with aH of the othcr factors), the locations of the rotated
factors are selected to be as close as possible to the positions that maximize sinlple
slructurc, given the orthogonality restraint. As a consequence, obliquc solutions
are always at least as c10se if not closer to a simple-structure pattern than are their
orthogonal counterparts. Thus, the decision to employ an oblique or an orthogonal rotational algorithm always involves a trade-off between the simplicity of a
nlore simple structure (oblique) and the sinlplicity of uncorrelatcd factors (orthogonal). In our view, the relative advantages of each kind of rotatíon depend on the
vertical location of one 's factors in the hierarchical representation: Ir one sceks
lower-Ievel factors, we recommend the use of an oblique rotation. On the other
hand, if oné seeks broad higher-Ievel factors so as to discover the over-aH dimensionality of the domain, we recommend the use of an orthogonal rotation.
By far the most commonly used procedure for orlhogona/ factor rotation is
the "varimax" algorithm of Kaiser (1958), which is available in al1 of the statistical packages. Because we have found the "equamax" algorithm (Saunders, 1961)
to be a useful supplementary procedure, we recommend that, when possible, both
methods be used, and the resuIting solutions compared. The problem of providing an optimal algorithm for oblique rotations is far more complex than that for
the orthogonal case, and there is less uniformity in the oblique rotational options
provided by the major statistical packages. Indecd, the particular algorithm that
we prefer, one ca11ed "promax" (Hendrickson & White, 1964), is not included in
sorne of the most popular factor programs.
After an orthogona/ rotation, the resulting factor matrix of K rows by L columns can be interpreted in the same way as the original unrotated nlatrix: Its entries
are lhe correlations bctween each of the variables and eaclr of the factors. The
relative size of a particular unrotated or rotated factor can be indexed by the sum
of its squarcd factor loadings down the colunln, but for lhe rotated factors these
sums can no longer be referred to as "eigenvalues," which have distinct mathematical properties based on the original correlation matrix. When cach of the
sums of squared factor loadings down a column of a factor matrix is divided by
lhe number of variables in the analysis, the resulting ratio indicates the proportion of the total variance from a11 variables that is provided by that factor.
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In the case of an oblique rotation, there are three meaningful sets of factor
loadings that can be interpreted: (a) lhe factor pallern, or the regression coefficients linking the factors to the variables; (b) the factor structure, or the correlations between the variables and each of the factors; and (c) the referellce vectors,
or lhe semi-partial (also called part) correlations between the variables and each
of the factors, after the contributions of lhe other factors have been partialed out.
In addition, it is necessary to obtain the correlations among the factors. With orthogonal factors, all three sets of factor-Ioading coefficients are the same, and the
correlations among all pairs of factors are zero.
Figure 11.5 displays the locations of 20 hypothetical variables as deternlined
by their correlations with two orthogonal factors. The first unrotated factor provides
the vertical, and lhe second unrotated factor the horizontal, axes (the solid lines)
in the figure; the positions of the factors after varimax rotation are shown by the
dashed lines. Note that the first unrotated factor is located in the position that
nlaxinlizes its variance across all 20 variables, and the second unrotated factor is
orthogonal to the first. As is usualIy the case, however, these two unrotated factors
do not pass through any of the dense cIusters of variables, whereas the varimax
faclors are more likely lo do so. Thus, the factors after rotation to a simple-structure
position provide él more c1ear and easily interpretable factor reprcscntation.

Calculating Factor Scores
One 'important use of factor analysis is to discover the relations between factors
in one doma in and variables fronl other donlains (which in turn might be other
sets of rotated factors). One way to obtain such relations is to score each subject
in the sample on each of the factors, and then to correlate these "factor scores"
with the other variables included in the study. The major statistical computing
packagcs provide such factor scores, if the investigator requests them. In component analyses, these factor scores are calculated directly, whereas in factor analysis they must be estüllated, typically by multiple regression analysis. 9
Moreover, when one requesls factor scores from one of the major statistical
packages, orthogonal components lead to orthogonal factor seo res (unfortunately,
this is not necessarily the case with orthogonal factors). However, even with orthogonal components, if one developsscales by selecting items with high factor loadings on each of those components, it is likely that these scales will be related
to each other. In general, the reason for the sizeable correlations among sea les
dcrived from orthogonal factors is that (a) there are few factor-univocal items,
Inost items having secondary factor loadings of substantial size, and (b) if
one selects items solely on the basis of their highest factor loading, it is extremely
unlikely that lhe secondary loadings will conlpletely balance out. To decrease
lhe intercorrelations among su eh scales, one needs to take secondary loadings
into account, for which purpose one may want to use a procedure su eh as the
AB5C model of Hofstee, de Raad, and Goldberg (1992), which will be described
later.
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FIGORE 11.5. An illustration of two principal factors and their varimaxrotated counterparts.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ASPECTS
OF FACTOR STROCTORESlo
Likc most concepts, personality-trait constructs inelude both vertical and horizontal fcatures. The vertical aspect refers to the hierarchical relations among traits
(e.g., Reliability is a more abstract and general concept than Punctuality), whereas
the horizontal aspect refers to the degree of similarity among traits at the same
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hierarchicallevel (e.g., Sociability involves aspects of both Warmth and Activity
Level). Scientists who emphasize the vertical aspect of trait structure could employ multivariate techniques such as hierarchical cluster analysis, or they could
employ oblique rotations in factor analysis, and then factor the correlations among
the primary dimensions, thus constructing a hierarchical structure. Scientists who
emphasize the horizontal aspect of trait structure could employ discrete cluster
solutions or orthogonal factor rotations.
Historically, however, there has been no simple relation between the emphases of investigators and their methodological preferences. For example, both
Eysenck (1970) and Cattell (1947) have developed explicitly hierarchical representations, Eysenck 's leading to three highest-Ievcl factors, Cattell 's to eight or
nine. However, whereas Cattell has always advocated and used oblique factor
procedures, Eysenck has typically preferred orthogonal methods. In the case of
the more recent five-factor model, sorne of its proponents construe the model in
an expressly hierarchical fashion (e.g., Costa, McCrae, & Dye, 1991; McCrae &
Costa, 1992), whereas others emphasize its horizontal aspects (e.g., Peabody &
Goldberg, 1989; Hofstee, de Raad, & Goldberg, 1992).

Vertical Approaches to Trait Structure
The defining feature of hierarchical models of personality traits is that they emphasize the vertical relations among variables (e.g., from the most specific to the most
abstract), to the exclusion of the relations among variables at the same level. One
of the most famous hierarchical models of individual differences is the classic
Vernon-Burt hierarchical model of abilities (e.g., Vernon, 1950); specific test items
are combined to form ability tests, which are the basis of specific factors, which
in turn are the basis of the minor group factors, which in turn lead to the major
group factors, which at their apex form the most general factor, "g" for general
intelligence. Another classic ~xample of a hierarchical structure is Eysenck's
(1970) model of Extraversion; specific responses in particular situations (e.g.,
telling a jokc, buying a new car) are considered as subordinate categories to habitual responses (e.g., entertaining strangers, making rapid decisions), which in turn
make up such traits as Sociability and Impulsivencss, which finally form the
superordinate attribute of Extraversion.

Horizontal Approaches to Trait Structure
The defining feature of horizontal modcls is that the relations among the variables
are specified by the variables' locations in multidimcnsional factor space. When
that space is limited to only two dimensions, and the locations of the variables are
projecled lo sonle uniform distance from the origin, the resulting structures are
refcrred to as "circunlplex" represcntations. The most famous example of such
modcls is the Interpersonal Circle (e.g., Wiggins, 1979, 1980; Kiesler, 1983), which
is based on Factors I (Surgency) and 11 (Agreeableness) in the Big-Five model.

(1992).
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Other examples of circumplex models involve more than a single plane, including the three-dimensional structures that incorporate Big-Five Factors 1, 11, and
III (Stern, 1970; Peabody & Goldberg, 1989), and Factors 1, 11, and IV (Saucier,
1992).
A more comprehensive circumplex representation has recently been proposed
by Hofstee, de Raad, and Goldberg (1992). Dubbed the "AB5C n model, for
Abridged Big Five-dimensional Circumplex, this representation ineludes the ten
bivariate planes formed from aIl pairs of the Big-Five factors. In the AB5C model,
each trait is assigned to the plane formed by the two factors with which it is most
highly associated (e.g., its two highest factor loadings). In the AB5C model, each
of the 10 circumplexes is divided into 12 segments, each of 30 0 , which form the
facets of the AB5C model. Figure 11.6 presents one of the 10 circumplex representations from Hofstee, et al. (1992). The location of each trait variable is
presented twice, once wilhill lhe circle as defined by its angular position and its
distance from the origin, and then again when projected onto the circumference
of the cirele. The triangles in Figure 11.7 indicate the locations of the factoriaIly
univocal terms, which by definition have very low secondary loadings, in planes
other than the one containing their two highest loadings.

Comparing Vertical and Horizontal Perspectives
AH structural representations based on factor-analytic methodology can be viewed
from' either vertical or horizontal perspectives. Factor analysis can be used to
construct hierarchical models explicitly with oblique rotational procedures and
ilnplicitly even with orthogonal solutions, since any factor can be viewed as being
located at a level aboye that of the variables being factored; that is, even orthogonal factors separate the common variance (the factors) from the total (common
plus unique) variance of the measures. One could therefore emphasize the vertical aspect by grouping the variables by the factor with which they are most highly
associated, thereby disregarding information about factorial blends. Alternatively,
one could concentrate on the horizontal features of the representation, as in the
AB5C model. What are the advantages associated with each perspective?
McCrae and Costa (1992) have argued that hierarchical structures are to be
preferred to the extent to which the variances of the lower-Ievel traits are traitspecific, as compared to the extent that they are related to the five broad factors.
These investigators demonstrated that, after partialing out the five-factor common
variance from both self and other ratings on the facet scales from the revised NEO
Personality Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 1992), the residual variance in these scales
was still substantial enough to elicit strong correlations among self ratings, spouse
ratings, and peer ratings of the same lower-Ievel traiL Fronl this finding, they
argucd in favor of hierarchical representations, in which relatively small amounts
of comnlon variance produce the higher-Ievcl factors, with ample amounts of
unique variance still available for predictive purposes.
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Factor I and Factor 11

FIG()RE 11.7. One of the 10 circumplex representations included in the
AB5C model of Hofstee, de Raad, and Goldberg (1992).

This assurnption has powerful irnplieations for thc role of trait rneasures when
used in rnultiple regression analyses in applied eontexts, sueh as personnel seleetíon and elassifieation. Beeause one loses sorne unique varianee as one amalgamates rneasures, the optimal level of predietion is a funetíon of statistieal power,
and thus of sample size. Other things being equal, the optimal nurnber of predietors to be inc1uded in a regression analysis varíes direetly with the size of the subjeet sample; for largc samples, one can inelude more variables than can be inc1uded
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in small samples, where one can more easily capitalize on the chance characteristícs of the sample and thus lose predictive robustness when one applies the regression weights in new samples.
Although it is necessary to think hierarchically about the use of trait measures
in applied contexts, it is equally necessary to think horizontalIy about basic taxonomic issues. Although McCrae and Costa (1992) have assumed that the amount
of unique variance in the measures is the key to differentiating between the two
types of representations, this assumption is incorrect. That is, the amount of unique
as compared to common trait variance is not relevant to a comparison between
the two models, because the models differ only in their representation of common variance. SpecificalIy, the common variance is associated with a single factor in the NEO Personality Inventory, whcreas it is represented as a blend of two
factors in lhe AB5C model.
The need for horizontal rcprescntations of personality variables can be seen
most clcarly in analyses of the natural language of personality description
(Goldberg, 1993a). Trait-dcscriptive terms are not cIustered tighlly in five-dimensional space, as would be true if the personality lexicon contained only semanticalIy isolated seis of near-synonyms and near-antonyms; rather, most terms sharc
sorne features of their meanings with one set of ternlS while they sharc other
features with another set. Thus, even after rotation of the factors to a criterion of
silnple structure such as varimax, most terms have substantial secondary loadings, and thus must be viewed as blends of two or more factors.
'Nor is it always easy to secure agreement on the optimal positions of the factor axcs, even among pcrsonality theorists who share the same general orientation toward factor location. For examplc, Gray (1981) has long argued that
Eysenck's two factors of Extraversion and Neuroticism are located 45° away from
the theoreticalIy most useful positions, which Gray labels Anxiety and lmpulsivity. To best understand this theorctical disagreenlent, ORe should examine those
personality descriptors located. in the plane formed by Factors I and IV in the BigFive model, the two factors that conform to Eysenck's dimensions of Extraversion and Neuroticism; one can then locate the variables that define Gray's two
dilnensions, which are blends of the factors proposed by Eysenck (or alternatively
one can view the variables that are associated with Extraversion and Neuroticism
as being blends of Anxiety and Impulsivity). Because hierarchical nlodels deemphasize these horizontal aspects of trait relations, they provide no information
about the nature of such factorial blends. For purposes of basic research on the
structure of traits, therefore, models that emphasize horizontal relations (e.g.,
Hofstee et al., 1992) will typicalIy be nlore informative.

SOMMARY AND CONCLOSIONS
Over more years than we'd like to admit, each of the two authors of this chapter
has independently carried out hundreds of factor analyses. Although our intellec-
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tual roots differ substantialIy, the experience of writing this chapter surprised us:
We found ourselves in agreement on most of the controversial issues in the field,
and this chapter presents those agreements.
For example, with regard to two of the most vexing decisions-the use of factor
analysis versus component analysis and the use of orthogonal versus oblique
rotations-our experience suggests that in the realms of personality and psychopathology these choices are not very important, at least with welI-structured data
sets.ln general, the more highly structured are one's data, the less it matters whiclz
factor-analytic decisions one makes. Indeed, the best way to assure oneself about
a factor structure is to analyze the data different ways, and thereby test the robustness of one's solution across alternative procedures.
On the other hand, two decisions are of considerable importance: the initial
selection of variables and the number of factors to extract. The selection of variables should be guided by theory and/or the findings from past research. Because
we believe that an optimal factor structure is one that is comparable over independent studies, we advocate the incorporation of this principie into any procedure for deciding on the number of factors to extract. What this means is that no
single analysis is powerful enough to provide evidcnce of the viability of a factor
structure; what is nceded are multiple analyses of at least somewhat different
variables in different subject samples.
AH structural representations based on factor-analytic methodology can be
viewed from either vertical or horizontal perspectives. Factor analysis can be used
to construct hierarchical models explicitly with oblique rotational procedures and
implicitly even with orthogonal solutions, since any factor can be viewed as being
located at a level aboye that of the variables being factored; that is, even orthogonal factors separate the common variance (the factors) from the total (common
plus unique) variance of the measures. One could thercfore emphasize the vertical aspect by grouping the variables by the factor with which they are most highly
associated, thcreby disregarding information about factorial blcnds. Alternativcly,
one could concentrate on the horizontal features of the representation, as in the
AB5C model.
A hierarchical pcrspectivc has powerful implications fur the role of trait measures when used in multiple regression analyses in applied contexts, such as personnel selection and classification. Because one loses sorne unique variance as
one arnalgarnates rneasures, the optirnallevel of prediction is a function of statistical power, and thus of sample size. Other things being equal, the optirnal nurnbcr of predictors to be included in a regression analysis varíes directly with the
size of the subject sarnple; for large samples, one can inelude nlore variables lhan
can be included in small samples, which more easily capitalize on chance characteristics and thus lose predictive robustness when one applics the regrcssion
wcights in new samples.
However, a horizontal perspective is nccessary for basic research on trait structure, because trait variables are not clustered tightly in five-dimensional spacc;
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rather, most variables share sorne features with one set of variables while they
share other features with another set. Thus, even after rotation of the factors to a
criterion of simple structure such as varimax, most variables have substantial secondary loadings, and thus must be viewed as blends of two or more factors. Because
hierarchical models de-emphasize these horizontal aspects of trait relations, they
provide no infornlation about the nature of such factorial blends. For purposes of
basic rescarch on the structure of traits, therefore, models that emphasize horizontal relations such as the AB5C model will typically be more informative.
In concluding this chapter, we acknowledge the fact that many investigators
are now turning away froln exploratory factor analysis altogether, in favor of
confirmatory nlodels and procedures; indeed, a spate of new textbooks deal
exelusively with confirmatory models, whereas the most recent of the major textbooks that focus primarily on exploratory tcchniques was published a decade ago
(Gorsuch, 1983). For rcaders who may be curious about our continued use of
cxploratory factor analysis in the face of the emerging concordance against it, we
will try to provide sonle justification for our old-fashioned ways.
First of aH, it is important to realize that nlost applications of confirmatory
modcls involvc, by our standards, extrcmely small sets of variables; a typical
confirmatory analysis ineludes only a dozen or two variables, and applications of
these modcls to variable sets of the sizes we work with (e.g., Goldberg, 1990, 1992)
are stiU computationally prohibitive. In addition, repeated ¡ndependent discoveries of the same structure derived fronl exploratory techniques seem to us to provide' stronger cvidence for that structure than would be provided by the same
number of confirmatory analyses. Indeed, when a confirmatory analysis is used
to reject a nlodel (which will virtually always occur if the sample is large enough),
the investigator's subscquent tinkering with the nlodel can be viewed as a variant
of exploratory analysis.
AlLhough we have not been impressed with the substantive knowledge of personality structure that has yet accrued from findings based on confirnlatory techniques, we applaud thcir developnlent, and we encourage their use. We suspect
that when theories of personality structure become specified more precisely, perhaps on the basis of findings fronl exploratory anaIyses, we will see the advantages of confirmatory factor models over exploratory ones. In the interim, we
belicve that there is a substantial role for both types of methodologies.
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NOTES
IConfirmalory factor procedures are part of most structural equation (or latcnl trait) programs, such as LISREL and EQS. For descriptions of confirmatory
factor models, see Loehlin (1992) or Bollen (1989).
2Some olher excellent sources ¡nclude Chaplers 13, 14, and 15 in Cliff (1987)
for the beginner and Jackson (1991) for the mathematicalIy adcpt.
30 ur rationale for this recommendation is based on the sampling variability
of the correlation coefficient. For example, with a population correlation of .50
and samples of size 50, one can expect the obtaincd correlations to vary between
.26 and .74 from sample to sample. Such variability in the size of lhe correlations
can affect the factors derived from them, thus causing the factors oblained in indepcndent studies to appear to be differcnt. Note that we do not consider the ratio
of subjects to variables to be of any consequence in exploratory factor analysis, a
point of view that has been reinforced by lhe analyses of Guadagnoli and Velicer
(1988).
4As noted previously, the size of a correlation is attenuated to the exlent lhat
the shapes of the two distributions diffcr, and this problcm is exacerbatcd when
the values of one or both variables are dichotomous rather than continuous; for
example, if two dichotomous variables both have frequency distributions of 10%
and 90% in the same direction, the t:naximum possible negative correlation between them is -.11. In an atternpt to solve this problcm, sorne investigators have
used statistical indices of association that are "corrected" for differcnces in distributions, such as phi/phimax, the tetrachoric corrclation, the biserial correlation,
and even r/r-max (Carroll, 1961). Neither of the two authors of this chapter has
nluch experience with exploratory factor analyses based on thesc indices, and conscqucntly we can provide little guidance about the conditions under which they
should, or should not, be employed. In accord with our general recommendation
for methodological pluraJism, we suggest that whenever suc::h estinlates are used,
the results should be compared with analyses based on the corresponding Pearson
indices, such as the phi and point-biserial correlations.
5The precise differcnce betwcen the nl0dels can only be specified by exanlining their mathematical formulations, which goes beyond the explicitly clcmcntary treatment in this chapter. In general, however, factors are based solely on
that portion of each variable that is related to the factors ("common variance"),
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whereas componen/s also incorporate that portion that is specific to the variable
("unique variance"). Another way of thinking of the difference between the two
procedures is in terms of their function: Factors can be thought of as the explana/iolls for the interrelations among the variables, whereas components are sUlnlnaries of the information in the original data matrix. In the factor model each variable is a weighted sum of the factors, whereas in the component model each
conlponent is a weighted sunl of the variables.
6The explanations in this section only apply to the original matrix of principal
factors, which are "orthogonal," and not to the subsequent "rotated" matrices,
which nlay be "oblique."
7To get started with the first such study, however, sonle comnlon-sense rules
can be invoked. Assuming that one is seeking broad factors at or near the top level
of a hierarchical pcrsonality structurc, one might invoke a rule that we will call
the "magicallaw of five, plus or minus two." Structures of less than three factors
are rarely interesting, and structures of more than seven factors are Iikely to ¡nelude lower-Ievel elusters of variables. Within any one data set, the investigator
might examine the rotated factors from solutions that inelude three, four, five, six,
and seven factors. The scientificalIy most reasonable solution from this set can
then be used as one's provisional structure, pending replication in other samples.
HThe first unrotated principal component has sorne properties that make it useful
when all of the variables under analysis have becn selected as nleasures of the
exact same construct. For example, given that the first unrotated component provides an index of whatever is most in common to the variables, it can sometimes
be used as a surrogate for the underlying "latent" construct, and its loadings then
can be viewed as reflecting the correlations of each variable with that construct.
In our experience, however, the most useful application of the first unrotated
component is with tasks in which judges rate a common set of stimuli on sorne
attribute. In such a situation, one can correlate the judges' ratings across the set of
stimuli to index the extent to Which pairs of raters agree with one another. The
first unrotatcd principal component of this matrix of interjudge agreement correlations reflects the group consensus, and the factor loadings of each judge on this
first conlponent indicates that judge's correlation with the consensus. The factor
scores ror each stimulus on this component are the optimal scale values for that
stinlulus, when judges are weighted by their contribution to the group consensus.
The Coefficient Alpha reliability of these factor scores is equal to N / (N - 1) x (E
- 1) / E, where E is the eigenvalue of the component and N is the nunlber of judges
(Serlin & Kaiser, 1976).
CJIn both models, however, the factor-score coefficients that are used to calculate these values may not be as robust across different subject samples as are other
cocfficients such as equal weights. One of the authors of this chapter (JMD) views
factor-score coefficients as similar to regression weights in capitalizing on chance
vagaries of the derivation sample (Dawes, 1979), and thus advocates the use of
equal weights for those variables most highly related to each factor. The other
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author (LRG), who sees most variables as blends of two or more factors rather
than as univocally related to a single factor, prefers to use the exactly calculated
factor seo res provided by most factor programs. And, finally, a number of factor
theorists eschew the use of factor seo res altogether, preferring to use alternativc
"extension" methods of relating factors to other variables (McDonald, 1978).
IOThis section of the chapter has been adapted from Goldberg (1993b); readcrs interested in a more comprehensive discussion of these issucs should consult
that sourcc.
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